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a quick look at the intel datasheet for the p45 express (pdf) reveals that the new chipset features a 3.0ghz front-side bus, with multiple pci express 2.0 and ddr2/ddr3 controllers, as well as four ddr2/ddr3 memory controller lanes. in the interest of keeping things simple, we
decided to pair this top-of-the-line motherboard with the standard intel core 2 extreme processor, in a configuration that should mirror the performance of the highest-end motherboards on the market. in case youre wondering, the extreme is the high-end model of the two
extreme lineup of cpus released by intel in 2007. the 2.66ghz p45 express is an extreme overclock of the original p35 express on the 45nm process. in other words, this chip has proven itself the benchmark for overclocking silicon over a long period of time. to put the p45

expresss abilities in perspective, intel claims that on a 667mhz front-side bus, the p45 express can hit a base clock of 700mhz. for the record, the fastest p35 express is rated at 700mhz on a 667mhz fsb, not 600mhz. the p45 express is also 50mhz faster than intels latest core
2 extreme (e7500), which also helps it set new overclocking records on the 45nm process. the new p45 express also features a single pci express 2.0 x16 slot, which feeds two graphics outputs (d-sub and displayport 1.2). this motherboard features an intel 810 motherboard

chipset, allowing the use of ddr2-800 memory and not ddr3-800, which is an attractive feature for those who dont want to step up to ddr3-1333. intel also offers two pci express 2.0 x1 slots for agp. the d-sub outputs are connected to the motherboard via two 6-pin pcie power
connectors, one for the d-sub and the other for the motherboard. the displayport and graphics outputs are connected to the motherboard via a pair of mini-pcie connectors. the motherboards power connector is connected to the motherboard via a 6-pin pcie power connector.
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how does it compare to the previous generations x38 and x38/b chipset heatsinks? we checked this out with a few x38s. intels x38 heatsink is slightly smaller than the p45, measuring an inch shorter than the x38/b heatsink but a full 1.3 inches wider. the x38/b is also
significantly thinner, measuring just under an inch in width and just under a quarter of an inch in thickness. the impact on airflow was much more significant with the x38/b; the new heatsink is nearly double the thickness and is significantly less air-moving. the added

thickness also costs intel 2.5w of power at idle, so it makes sense that the new heatsink only offers a modest performance bump. with the new heatsink design, intels p45 chipset is slightly smaller than its predecessor, which is quite a bit smaller than intels x38 and x38/b, but
the new heatsink is significantly wider and thicker. the new heatsink is about twice as thick and about twice as wide as the x38/b, and its about three times as thick and three times as wide as the x38. the impact on airflow was much more significant with the x38/b; the new

heatsink is nearly double the thickness and is significantly less air-moving. the added thickness also costs intel 2.5w of power at idle, so it makes sense that the new heatsink only offers a modest performance bump. the new design is not just cosmetic. the main benefit to intel
is the increased stability of the new design. the massive heatsink is more than capable of handling the heat the p45 will generate, with the dmi connection ensuring the chip stays cool. the two new onboard chipsets are an added bonus for both consumers and oems, with their

configurable raid ports providing a way to have users mirror their hard drives without any special software. 5ec8ef588b
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